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Born of the Spanish Sun

Mad Dogs & Englishmen is crafted from vineyards in Southern Spain

perfect for creating ripe, intense fruit, while maintaining high acidity

where the scorching summer heat calls to mind Noel Coward’s lyrics

and exceptional structure.

that only “mad dogs and Englishmen go out in the mid-day sun.”

e vineyards grow 30-year-old Monastrell on ungrafted rootstock as

High above the Mediterranean coast in the arid mountain plains

well as Carignan, Mazuelo, Tempranillo, Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon.

of Extremadura, the Mad Dogs & Englishmen vineyards receive over

Each vintage is a blend of diﬀerent varieties, based on the character of

3000 hours of sunlight each year. During the long summer, the

the grapes that year. Fermentation occurs in stainless steel tanks and

hot days can reach 100 degrees, but the 2,000-foot altitude means a

aging in French and American oak to create a bold, elegant Spanish

dramatic drop in temperature at night. ese climate conditions are

wine with raspberry aromas, cherry ﬂavors, and a long-lingering ﬁnish.

Born of the

Spanish Sun
PHILOSOPHY
Each vintage is a unique blend based on the character of
the harvest with a goal to produce an elegant yet bold wine
exhibiting the characteristics of the terroir.

produce small, concentrated grapes with rich, intense ﬂavors
and exceptional structure.
e region is large, the size of Switzerland, and sparsely
populated. Due to its low population density, Extremadura

EXTREMADURA REGION

also boasts pristine wilderness and national parks, where rare

Extremadura is a Vdlt (Vino de la tierra) in the southwest

bird-watching and hiking are popular pastimes.

of Spain, on the border of Portugal and has one Do (Denominación
de origen), Ribera del Guadiana, which
was established in 1999. Extremadura
is situated between the Continental
and Mediterranean climates that
divide southern Spain. e vineyards
of Extemadura beneﬁt from a unique
combination of growing conditions
with warm, dry summers reaching over 100° and cold winters.
e nutrient-rich soil retains a critical level of moisture for
the vines during the long summer months and oﬀers a high
limestone content.

As far as local cuisine, Extremadura is best known for its cured
jamón. It also produces excellent chorizo and the popular soft
sheep’s milk torta del Casar cheese. Finally, Extremadura is
known for its paprika, which seasons many dishes.

WINEMAKER
norrel Robertson is, in fact, Scottish; the bodegas know
him as El Escocés Volante (e Flying Scotsman). norrel
has worked in every aspect of winery operations in both the
northern and Southern hemispheres and now consults
at top estates across Spain. he studied post-graduate
viticulture and oenology in new Zealand and is the

A number of grapes propagate in Extremadura, including

only Master of Wine based in Spain. Master of

Mazuelo, tempranillo, Alarije, and Borba. In the dry, sun-

Wine norrel Robertson and local expert Ignacio
Gonzalez make this extraordinary red wine.

baked vineyards, vines struggle to survive and as a result

RED BLEND
e grapes grow in an open mountain valley of Extremadura, a well-guarded gem of
southern Spain. Situated on the boundary between the Continental and Mediterranean
climates that divide this region, the vineyards beneﬁt from a unique combination of
growing conditions.
Varietal Composition: 60% Mazuelo, 20% Tempranillo and 20% Shiraz
Alcohol: 14.5% by Volume
Aging: 6 months American and French oak
Residual Sugar g/L: 5
Acidity g/L: 5.6
Color: Ruby to dark crimson
Aroma: Wild raspberry, clove, black pepper, ripe fruits, vanilla and cinnamon
Palate: Fresh and juicy, medium bodied with good flavor and structure
Food Pairing: Grilled steak, roast beef, spicy sausage pizza, fresh gazpacho soup or chorizo
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e label features
a friendly face from owner
Guy Anderson’s
boyhood his

Jack Russell
Terrier

